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	* * An auspicious and comprehensive two-volume treatment of current solar energy strategies and technologies employed in buildings

	

	* * Offers the reader a solid platform for assessing environmental and economic concerns for housing projects, and offers guidance on implementing the most appropriate course of action

	

	* * Includes case studies from Austria, Sweden, Switzerland and Germany

	

	This far-reaching and authoritative two-volume set examines a range of potential solutions for low energy building design, considering different strategies (energy conservation and renewable energy) and technologies (relating to the building envelope, ventilation, heat delivery, heat production, heat storage, electricity and control). Each volume assesses the potential of these options in a variety of contexts, covering different housing types (apartment, row and detached) and different climate types (cold, temperate and mild). The impressive list of expert authors from 14 countries includes a mix of internationally respected academics and practitioners, working under the auspices of a five-year International Energy Agency (IEA) research project.

	

	Volume 2 offers a detailed analysis of exemplary buildings in different European countries and examines in depth the various technological options available. Aided by clear illustrations, this book offers invaluable insights into the application of those technologies. This will appeal to architects in particular, alongside architecture and engineering students, engineers, and other professionals who are interested in sustainable architecture.
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Foreign Investor Misconduct in International Investment Law (European Yearbook of International Economic Law, 11)Springer, 2020

	
		This book examines the issue of foreign investor misconduct in modern international investment law, focusing on the approach that international investment law as it currently operates has developed towards foreign investor misconduct. The term ‘misconduct’ is not a legal notion, but is used to describe a certain...
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Cost Accounting: Foundations and Evolutions (Available Titles Cengagenow)South-Western College, 2010


	Cost accounting is a dynamic discipline constantly responding to the needs of managers

	in a highly competitive and global business world. Managers need cost accounting information

	to develop, implement, and evaluate strategy. Managers also need cost accounting

	measurements to determine product costs for internal management and...
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C# Primer: A Practical ApproachAddison Wesley, 2001
Now Stan Lippman brings you C# using his famed primer format. C# PRIMER is a
comprehensive, example-driven introduction to this new object-oriented programming
language.

C# is a cornerstone of Microsoft's new .NET platform. Inheriting many features from both
Java and C++, C# is destined to become the high-level programming...
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Learn Autodesk Inventor 2018 Basics: 3D Modeling, 2D Graphics, and Assembly DesignApress, 2017

	
		Get started with the basics of part modeling, assembly modeling, presentations, and drawings in this step-by-step tutorial on Autodesk Inventor fundamentals. Next, this book teaches you some intermediate-level topics such as additional part modeling tools, sheet metal modeling, top-down assembly features, assembly joints, and dimension...
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Software Engineering for Modern Web Applications: Methodologies and Technologies (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
As modern organizations migrate from older information architectures to new Web-based systems, the discipline of software engineering is changing both in terms of technologies and methodologies. There is a need to examine this new frontier from both a theoretical and pragmatic perspective, and offer not only a survey of new technologies and...
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Power Trip: The Story of EnergyBasic Books, 2019

	A global tour of energy--the builder of human civilization and also its greatest threat.

	

	
		Energy is humanity's single most important resource. In fact, as energy expert Michael E. Webber argues in Power Trip, the story of how societies rise can be told largely as the story of how they manage energy...
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